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It's safe to say that the closer
one's property is to the Gulf
of Mexico, the more care and
maintenance it will require to
stay in mint condition. There
is no such thing as a
maintenance-free
property.

Whether you have plans
to build soon or already
own a property along the
Gulf coast, maintenance
is something to be
considered.

Yes, though surprising to many, even stainless steel
will rust in our harsh environment.
The goal of this article is not an exhaustive list of
obvious home maintenance items, such as regularly
changing out your HVAC air filter or cleaning
the dryer vent lint filter. Rather, there are some
important considerations that affect how much and
how often you will be expending money and/or
time on preserving what may possibly be your most
valuable physical asset.

If you plan to build new, here are
some pointers that may help drive your
decisions as you select building materials.
Generally Less Maintenance

Generally More Maintenance

CMU block-stucco

Wood frame - painted cement siding

Vinyl clad windows

Aluminum clad windows

24-guage standing seam aluminum roof

26-guage metal roofing with exposed fasteners, or shingles

Tankless hot water heater

Conventional hot water heater

Trex or Ipe decking materials

Pressure treated pine decking

Stainless steel fasteners -(316) in exposed areas

Galvanized or ceramic coated fasteners - exposed

Metal railings - properly coated

Wooden handrails

Cement siding - window and door trim

Pressure treated or KDAT - windows and door trim

Pre-finished wood flooring

Sand and finish wood flooring - cannot replace single plank
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IDEAS FOR LOWER-MAINTENANCE LIVING

If yours is an existing home and you self-maintain or hire a property management company,
there are several things that must be done periodically. If you forego preventive maintenance
and wait until a problem occurs, higher long-term maintenance costs will be incurred.
• With exterior door locks, especially the 3-point multi-lock
variety, lock sets and hinges should be operated and oiled
several times yearly to prevent freezing due to corrosion in
the components. Open windows a few times yearly and keep
casement window parts lubricated.
• Keep the final grade or landscaping at least 6’’ away from the
bottom wood band board. Keep trees, plants, or shrubs from
growing on or getting too close to your home.
• If you have aluminum-clad windows and doors, most
manufacturers will void the warranty if you do not hose
windows and doors down at least twice yearly to remove salt
residue (read the fine print in your warranty). At the same
time, rinse off your air conditioner fan blades to help extend
compressor life.
• When painting a house for the first time or when repainting,
consider using a brand/line that is specially formulated to stop
or inhibit the growth of mold and mildew. Be aware that by
adding a mildewcide to any can of paint you likely void the
manufacturer’s warranty.
• Check around doors, windows, and any penetrations
in the building envelope annually for caulking that
may have dried out or separated. This helps prevent
water intrusion (which invites termites and wood rot).
Most waterproofing coating on decks has a warranty of 5
to 10 years. If you have wood decking or tile on an exterior
elevated patio you should plan on periodically removing the
decking or tile and replacing the waterproofing membrane
to avoid water intrusion. From a design perspective, avoid
locating living spaces beneath waterproofed decks or patios.

Some other repeat offender issues:
1. Freestanding ice makers have a tendency
to leak water on flooring. Ensure they
have pumps for proper drainage and that
drains are unclogged.
2. I do not recommend installing outdoor
ceiling fans unless you truly think you
will use them. They corrode, the blades
buckle, and they have the tendency to be
blown down in high wind conditions.
3. Outdoor showers with exposed piping
are predisposed to freeze and can cause
massive water leaks. Run plumbing lines
inside the house instead and install a
shutoff valve with a drain at the outdoor
shower for easy winterizing.
4. Don’t forget about routine maintenance
on generators, garage doors, and hot
water heaters.
Implementing some of these ideas will hopefully
help protect the value of your investment, ease your
stress, and lower your ongoing maintenance costs.
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